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Abstract. Reuse of data from EHRs is essential for many purposes. The objective
of the study was to explore how distributed electronic health record (EHR) data
can be reused for privacy-preserving statistical query and processing. Method: We
have designed and created a proof of concept prototype solution based on the
OpenEHR specification to ensure interoperability and to query the EHRs. XMPP
was used for communication between the distributed processing components.
Results: We have created a two-phased process where a distributed virtual dataset
is first created and thereafter processed using distributed privacy-preserving
statistical queries. Conclusion: Health authorities in Norway are currently defining
the set of archetypes for the national interoperability program. This will create a
common information schema enabling reuse of EHR data for statistical query and
processing in a privacy-preserving manner. One benefit of the approach is that
information transformation between information models for clinical use and
statistical processing can be avoided.
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Introduction
The increasing uses of electronic health record (EHR) systems by different health
institutions have led to huge collection of sensitive health data. Apart from patient
treatments, patients' data can be used for various purposes that help to improve health
outcomes and costs. These include clinical research [1], clinical audit [2], public health
[3], and healthcare quality measurement and improvement.
Two main approaches for reuse exist when EHR data is distributed across
multiple health institutions: centralized [4] and distributed [5]–[8]. The centralized
approach involves collecting individual patient records into a large centralized database.
This approach is easy to use, as it needs no complex mechanisms to explore the data,
since all needed information is available in one place. On the other hand, the
distributed approach employs different mechanisms to use data without the need to
move individual patient records from its original place. Most importantly, the
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distributed approach gives autonomy to the data owners regarding who uses what, and
for what purpose, which could encourage them to participate. Thus, the focus of this
study is the distributed approach.
There are several factors that should be considered for reuse of distributed
health data. These include ethical issues, privacy concerns, cross-institutional
contracting policies and regulations [5], the heterogeneity of healthcare information
system [9], quality of data, and the complexity (lack of structure) and incompleteness
of EHR data for reuse [10]. Among all the challenges in data reuse, the major portion is
held by privacy [11] and interoperability issues [9].
The issue of privacy is a threat to patients to an extent that they self-medicate
their illnesses, ask their information not to be registered in EHR, be unwilling to
participate in clinical trials and be reluctant to give consent to any public health
research [12], [13]. On the other hand, using distributed and heterogeneous EHRs data
for secondary purpose poses the question of interoperability [9].
Ever since the concept of health data reuse was introduced, many efforts have
been made to implement EHR query tools on both centralized and distributed
approaches [6]. However, few of them have been deployed beyond the pilot stage. This
is because they are yet to handle most important features such as transfer of "raw
patient data" which violates privacy policies, user friendly interface to be used by nontechnical users (e.g. researchers) [14]. Some of the available query tools to search
patient databases are presented in [6], [15]–[17]. Generally, in order to get the full
benefit of health data reuse, a reliable query tool that addresses both privacy and
interoperability is needed. The objective of this paper is to present 1) a technique
showing how distributed EHRs data can be reused for privacy-preserving statistical
query and processing; 2) results from development of a proof of concept solution. The
current strategic plan of Norwegian Health authorities is currently driving EHR
vendors to adopt OpenEHR to enable health information interoperability. Therefore,
we assume that all the EHRs are OpenEHR compliant.

1. Materials and methods
To be compatible with the future OpenEHR based hospital EHRs, we used the
Think!EHR platform [18] for storing the data collections used in the development and
testing of the query tool. Think!EHR enable persisting EHR extracts compliant with
OpenEHR and query them using the Archetype Query Language (AQL). We used the
XMPP protocol for communication and interaction between the distributed processing
components. Strophe library was used to establish connections between a web client
and OpenFire XMPP server. We used the Smack library to enable XMPP
communications between the computation components. Iterative engineering approach
was used to develop a proof of concept solution that achieved our objective.

2. Results
We developed a proof of concept solution that satisfies the requirements (listed in
Table 1) specified based on literature study and interviews with users. The solution has
a web client application where a user inputs a query and gets the result. As shown in
Figure 1, the solution has, 1) virtual dataset creation and, 2) statistical computation
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phases. Users specify the required datasets as AQL queries, which are executed against
the Think!EHR at each participating site. To avoid transfer of a single patients data
outside the site and possible changes to the original data during statistical processing,
the query results (individual level data) are stored locally in a separate database. The
combination of datasets created at all sites gives the overall query result; however,
datasets are physically distributed, what we call virtual dataset. As datasets do not
abandon the source organization, no de-identification of data is needed. The datasets is
stored locally for the approved research duration. The dataset creation query is based
on the universal information model shared by all OpenEHR based EHR installations.
This specification will be limited by the archetypes listed and approved for usage in the
Norwegian archetype registry available in the Clinical Knowledge Manager registry at
http://arketyper.no. As extract, transform and load (ETL) process is not needed to
transform the data, the AQL queries creating the datasets can be executed against the
production systems at any time. The second phase performs statistical computations
against the virtual dataset as illustrated in Figure 1. First, statistical computation query
sent from the user is executed against the virtual dataset. Then, the coordination server
uses secure summation [19] techniques to securely collect the intermediate results
generated at the virtual dataset and perform the statistical computations upon them.
Finally, the final result of the computation is displayed to the end user.

Figure 1. A two-phase process for privacy-preserving statistical query on distributed EHRs.

3. Discussion and conclusions
The existence of a national OpenEHR archetype repository for Norwegian EHRs has
the potential to solve interoperability concerns which is the main data reuse challenge
in addition to privacy. In this paper, we presented a proof of concept solution to
overcome privacy issues in data reuse. Our solution creates a virtual dataset and then
processes statistical queries on the virtual dataset. Having separate datasets, outside the
EHR system, enables to improve the quality of data for reuse and to perform further
queries in the future. Hence, this avoids data owners’ fear of data loss or data
modification, which gives them more confidence in contributing to data reuse.
SPIN [16], SHRINE [6] and EHR4CR [19, p. 4] are examples of query tools
that use the distributed approach. In SPIN, each site executes a user query and deidentifies the result.
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Table 1. System requirements for privacy-preserving statistical query on distributed EHRs.
# Requirement
Rationale
1 The system must not allow any transfer of To preserve patients’ privacy and satisfy the
identifiable sensitive personal data.
Norwegian Personal Data Act §2 [20].
2 The system shall allow the user to create a query To enable the user to create a query of interest.
that extracts dataset from distributed EHRs.
3 The system shall broadcast queries to all sites
To enable execution of the queries against the
EHRs.
4 The system shall execute the query against the To create a virtual dataset that matches the
EHRs.
Dataset Creation query.
5 The system shall store the result of the dataset To prepare the appropriate dataset for statistical
creation query locally at each EHR site.
computation.
6 The system shall allow the user to create queries To enable the user to perform the statistical
for statistical computation.
computation of their interest.
7 The system shall execute the statistical To create a result that matches the statistical
computation against the virtual dataset.
computation query.
8 The system shall compute the aggregate result To avoid sending individual institution’s result to
without revealing combined statistics of <k the user and consequently preserve privacy.
number of sites’ private data.
9 The system shall display the aggregate result to To make the final result available to the user.
the user.

The de-identified data is extracted from all sites and stored on a central server
for further processing. However, in our system, person level data records cannot be
transported out of the original sources, only aggregated anonymous data. SHRINE uses
different privacy-preserving techniques such as adding random number to a result, and
using anonymous names for the hospitals. However, the result may still be exposed to
privacy issues, since individual hospital level result is displayed. We overcome this
problem by making a coordination server aggregate results from every institution
before it is displayed to the user. Furthermore, both SHRINE and EHR4CR need to
map heterogeneous EHRs into a common format to run the query tool.
Our approach is based on the OpenEHR specification, which implements
multi-level modeling framework to facilitate interoperability. As a common data
schema is used, no adaption of data access queries needs to be performed. Therefore
the same queries can be applied to all systems. The drawback of having one data access
mechanism is that we only support sources that provide an AQL interface. NonOpenEHR based legacy systems still need to transform their data using an ETL
mechanism, before data can be reused using the proposed approach. However, tools
like LinkEHR [21] can be used to enable such transformations.
This work is a part of a project called SNOW [22] which is an agent based
distributed EHR data processing system. The role of the SNOW system in the proposed
approach is to perform initialization and coordination of the distributed computation
components among the sites participating in the computations. We are expanding the
solution using secure multi-party computation techniques to strengthen privacy,
improve data quality and enhance the statistical computation functionalities [23]. The
secure multi-party computation techniques will be used for privacy-preserving joint
computation between the data sources to aggregate their local computation results.
Thus, it avoids the need for revealing local computation results to a coordination server
and only combined result of all the data sources will be revealed. The current solution
assumes that a patient record only exist at one hospital. As future work we are
developing solutions for patient records distributed across multiple hospitals where the
patient received care.
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